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On the Psychologyof Watching Birds: the Problem of Observer-ExpectancyBias
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Studies have shown that observational
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data, so ba-

(reviewed by Rosenthal 1969). For example, if the
researcheris perceived as a confident, authoritarian
figure, observersare more likely to biasobservations
in the direction of the researcher'sexpectanciesthan
those of us who document
the behavior
of birds is
if the researcheris not such a figure. Discussionsbeobserver-expectancybias. Here, we discusssome of tween researchersand observers,or among observers
what is known about this form of bias and suggest during experiments,about patterns in the data may
that the problem is complexand difficult to resolve. be particularly influential in creating bias. Kazdin
We hope that our commentary stimulates thought (1977) mentions several studies that did not show
and discussion about what could be true for most of
observer-expectancy
bias until such discussionsocsic to much of avian research,are subjectto systematic error (reviewed by Rosenthal 1966). A type of
systematicerror that is particularly important for

us who

collect

observational

data: "I wouldn't

have

curred.

seen it if I hadn't believed it" (Foster et al. 1975).

The influence upon data of an observer'spreconceived notions or wishes has been recognized and
investigated at least since the beginning of this century. Much of the research has been in educational

and socialpsychologyand hasfocusedupon the psychological environment in which experiments are
conducted.Typical of such investigations is Cordaro
and Ison's (1963) study of observerswho documented the activity of planaria. Some observerswere given to believe that their planaria would move and
turn frequently, whereas others expected their animals to move and turn infrequently. The high-activity-expectancygroup recordedan averageof 18 moves
and 49 turns during 100 trials, whereas the low-activity-expectancy group recorded an average of only
1 move

and 10 turns

in 100 trials.

The authors

con-

cluded that this difference was produced by the
groups' differing expectancies.Rosenthal (1969), in
reviewing 94 studiesof observer-expectancy
bias from
seven areas of behavioral

science, found that about

70% of observers

results

obtained

in the direction

of

their expectancy.This figure roseto 100%among observersof animal (as opposedto human) subjects.Rosenthal (1969: 236) speculatesthat in the experimental literature of the behavioral sciences, the effects of

the experimentalvariable are not impressivelylarger
than the effectsof observer-expectancy
bias.
The magnitude of observer-expectancy
bias is determined in part by the kind of observationsbeing
made (reviewed by Rosenthal 1969, Salvia and Meisel 1980). If variables (1) are vaguely defined, (2) require subjectiveassessment,(3) are difficult to perceive, or (4) are psychologically important to the
observer,the potential for bias is high.
Interactions

between

researcher

and observer

also

Testsof hypothesesposea particular dilemma that
is not easily resolved. Hypothesis testing in many
disciplines is equated with quality research. Although we believe hypothesis testing is a necessary
part of progressin science(seeRomesburg1981),this
technique nevertheless creates conditions that produce observer-expectancybias. When the reputation
or researchsupport of a researcherdependsupon the
outcomeof the test of a hypothesisand he or she has
taken no precautions against bias, the test may be
nothing more than a self-fulfilling prophecy--a point
occasionally made in the biological literature. The
situation is similar to telling studentsconducting an
experiment that they will receive an "A" if they observe their animals behaving in one way and an "F"
if they observe something else. Common sense dictatesthat this situation is likely to promote subjectivity. One must wonder to what extent bias is responsible for the fact that relatively few "serious"
hypotheses(asopposedto "straw" or "nuisance"hypotheses)are rejectedin the literature. One mustalso
wonder to what degree the expectanciesof researchers are responsiblefor what many of usbelieve to be
true in areas of science(such as ecology and behavior) where hypothesis testing is common, the pressure to obtain desired results is high, and the likelihood of observer-expectancybias is ignored.
It has been suggestedthat tests of alternative hypotheses afford protection against personal bias
(Chamberlin 1965). We do not entirely agree with
this assessment.Researchersusually favor one hypothesis over another or believe that one is more
likely to be correct than another, and this preference
or belief createsthe potential for bias.It alsohasbeen
suggestedthat finding agreement between replications, either in experiments(Wiens 1981) or in ob-

influence the potential for observer-expectancybias

servers (Salvia and Meisel 1980), attests to the reli-
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ability of the work. We strongly support these
proceduresbut believe that repeated tests by researcherswho favor a given hypothesisare not independent tests. We agree with Rosenthal's(1966:
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15) statementthat "... replicatedobservationsmade
under similar conditions of anticipation, instrumentation, and psychologicalclimate may, by virtue of
their intercorrelation, all be in error with respectto

what one acceptsas true than the manner in which

some external

the results were

criterion

....

"

ity. Unfortunately, reading about truth per se is not
necessarilyrewarding. Thus, the kinds of resultsone

readsaboutprobablyare more importantin dictating
obtained.

One might think that the best way to addressthe
What is perceived to be immediately gratifying,
problem of bias causedby observerexpectancyis to however, may not be to one's benefit over the long
make researchersmore aware of the phenomenon. term. The reader who forgoesthe pleasureof believThere is someevidence to suggest,however, that this ing an attractivebut suspectbiologicalstoryfor skepapproachwill not solvethe problem.Salviaand Mei- ticism will be rewarded should future research find
sel (1980) assessedthe research literature in an area
the work in error. A readerwho refusesto be party
of the behavioral
sciences where researchers are aware
to building a house of cards in certain areas of orof the need for precautionsagainst observer-expec- nithology is rewarded by being part of a more vigtancy bias. They concluded that almost 50% of 329 orousand respecteddiscipline. The acceptanceof this
studieshad a high potential for such bias and that broaderperspectiveof self-interestshould lead readonly 10% took all appropriate precautions.
ers to becomethe critics and skepticsadvocatedby
Suchresultsare not surprisingwhen one considers Wiens (1981). It is suchdiscriminationon the part of
the socio-psychologicalconditions under which sci- readers that will force researchers to be more sensientific researchers work. We as researchers are sometive to the problem of observer-expectancy
bias.
thing less than a community of scholarsselflessly
The potential for observer-expectancy
bias can be
and cooperativelysearchingfor truth. If we were such reduced by various means (discussedby Borg and
a community,we shouldbe willing to publishall of Gall 1979).For example,data collectedautomatically
or in situations in which the observer has no knowlour findings anonymously. Rather, we are individuals caught up in a systemthat rewards individual edge of the experiment'spurposeare likely to be
productivity--productivity measurednot in units of relatively free of observer-expectancy
bias. An analtruth, but in such terms as number of publications ogous situation occurswhen a hypothesisis tested
produced, amount of research money obtained, and using data collectedfor a purposeother than that of
amount of prestige garnered. Most of us in the retesting the hypothesisin question (see Caryl 1979).
search community must be attentive to these meaThe potential for observer-expectancybiasalso is low
sures,and to varying degreeswe may pursue them in experiments where the variables are well-defined
directly (see Broad 1981).
and easily recorded. When an observer is collecting
The motivational state of most researchers is, howdata for an experimenter,bias can be reduced if the
ever, more complexthan the simple pursuit of mea- experimenterand observerinteract as little as possisured productivity. Researcherscertainly are taught ble. Finally, film recordsmay facilitate the detection
to appreciatetruth in scienceand learn that it is un- of biasif present.Comprehensivereviews of ways to
pleasant to be discovered in error. The researcher reduce observer expectancy and other biases are
playswhat approachesa "zero-sumgame,"however, available in researchmethodologytextbooksin the
in which an increase in effort better to assure truth
behavioralsciences(e.g.Tuckman1978,Borgand Gall
means a decreasein productivity. Under these con- 1979). Some of these methods can be applied easily
ditions, it is unrealistic to expect a researchervol- to a variety of avian studies,although others may be
untarily to increasehis or her researchstandardsbe- difficult, costly,or perhapsimpossibleto use.
The difficultiesof countering the potential for obyond what is expected by readers (both reviewers
and general readers)in the discipline, and currently server-expectancy
bias inherent in much of avian rethe ornithological community does not seem con- search,especiallyhypothetico-deductive
research,
will
cernedaboutobserver-expectancy
bias.
require somepatienceand discrimination on the part
One might supposethat, once readers are made of critical readers.The goal should be an increasein
aware of observer-expectancybias, they will insist the quality of avian research, not its destruction by
that researchersaddressthe problem. This may not unreasonabledemands.Fortunately, there is plenty
hold true, however. The problem lies in what we, as of room for compromise.For example,it may be unreaders,find pleasurable.We like to read about re- reasonableto expect a graduate student to conduct a
suitsthat exhibit patterns,especiallysimple or "neat" "blind" experimentby hiring and training observers
patterns.We readily acceptcorrelation as indicating to collect data for a project about which they have
a causalrelationshipif the relationshipfits an expec- no knowledge; but it might be reasonableto expect
tancy. We especiallyenjoy learning of findings that that the test variables be clearly defined. It may be
are consistentwith our own beliefs. This is why pa- necessaryfor a researcher to record a subjectively
pers or textbooksthat point out inconsistencies
and assessed
variable under poor lighting conditions,but
presentalternativeor conflictingviews may be less the results may be sufficiently conclusiveto override
bias.At the very
popular than thosethat presentwith authority a sim- the influence of observer-expectancy
ple, consistent,and currently acceptedview of real- least, readers could expect authors to include state-
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ments about the risk of observer-expectancybias
when reporting on observationaldata and to qualify
their conclusionsaccordingly.
One point that should promote understanding and
compromise in all of this is that many readers are
also researchers.What we decide to acceptas the former, we may eventually have to live with as the latter.

We thank Alan C. Kamil and an anonymous reviewer for their helpful comments on the manu-
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